We investigate using smartphone WiFi signals to track human queues, which are common in many business areas such as retail stores, airports, and theme parks. Real-time monitoring of such queues would enable a wealth of new applications, such as bottleneck analysis, shift assignments, and dynamic workflow scheduling. We take a minimum infrastructure approach and thus utilize a single monitor placed close to the service area along with transmitting phones. Our strategy extracts unique features embedded in signal traces to infer the critical time points when a person reaches the head of the queue and finishes service, and from these inferences we derive a person's waiting and service times. We develop two approaches in our system, one is directly feature-driven and the second uses a simple Bayesian network. Extensive experiments conducted both in the laboratory as well as in two public facilities demonstrate that our system is robust to real-world environments. We show that in spite of noisy signal readings, our methods can measure service and waiting times to within a 10 second resolution.
INTRODUCTION
The popular, almost addictive, usage of smartphones and their data-intensive apps creates novel opportunities to exploit their network traffic for monitoring and optimizing real-world processes. Research has shown, for example, how cellular call data records Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from Permissions@acm.org. can be used to infer large scale transportation patterns (e.g., [13] ) or how cellular signal traces allow inferring the level of congestion on roadways [4] . In this work, we ask whether signal power readings from cell phone traffic are also sufficient to monitor a much finer-scale, yet common, process: human queues.
Such queues are a familiar and often frustrating occurrence, for example in retail stores, banks, theme parks, hospitals and transportation stations. Figure 1 shows the abstraction we map onto these environments. As people arrive, the waiting period is the time spent waiting for service. During the service period people receive service, such as paying for items or checking-in travel bags. A person exits the service area during the leaving period. Note that we interpret the concept of a queue loosely, people do not need to stand in line but could sit in a waiting room and do not always need to be served in a strict first in, first out order. Real-time quantification of the waiting and service times in such queues allows optimizing service processes, ranging from retail, to heath care, to transportation and entertainment. For example, many hospital emergency departments surveys have average waiting times of several hours [21] . More complete waiting and service time statistics allow customers, travelers, managers and service providers make changes to their behavior and processes. For example, an airport checkpoint might be experiencing abnormal delays and require interventions by diverting screeners from queues with shorter waiting times. Customers also can benefit, for example, knowing at what times retail store checkout lines can be expected to be shorter, and a customer can decide whether to stay in the queue or go to do more urgent tasks. Managers can use such information to make staffing decisions based on the service length. For example, during particular hours in a day, service times may grow at a coffee shop due to increased demands for espresso drinks compared to other items. In such a case, it might be more effective to change the staffing to use experienced baristas as opposed to simply adding staff. A hospital emergency department may shift nursing staff to assist with triage when waiting times become too long. In the transportation field, bus and train schedules or boarding and payment processes could be adjusted.
Existing solutions to the queue monitoring problem rely on cameras [1, 16] or special sensors (e.g., infrared [24] or floor mats [2] ) and usually require sensors at multiple locations. The approaches using cameras face occlusion and increased privacy issues. Bluetooth signals emanating from phones have also been used to measure travel times between two sensing points, both at airports [3] and for vehicle traffic [23] . These prior techniques using wireless networks were too coarse-grained to differentiate between the waiting and service time. Moreover, all these solutions require multiple sensors to fully monitor a single longer queue, which increases installation and system cost.
Our approach uses only a single sensor, a WiFi monitor near the head of the queue that measures the received signal strength of packets emitted from phones. Intuitively, the received signal power should follow a known pattern. As the person moves towards the service point, the phone moves closer to the monitor and the received signal power should increase. When the person is receiving service, the signal power should be very strong and relatively constant. Finally, when the person exits the service point, there should be a rapid decline in signal strength. Our approach seeks to exploit this pattern to track service and waiting times of persons in a queue. This does require, of course, that at least some people in the queue carry phones that generate traffic. In our existing system and experiments, we have used a special app to generate periodical beacons. In the future, we expect, however, that it is possible to reuse existing traffic, since it is increasingly the case as people tend to fiddle with their phones while waiting in queues and many venues now offer loyalty apps that customers may use while paying, for example, the Starbucks mobile app has more than 10 million active users [11] . While this approach may also be applicable to other wireless technologies, we have chosen WiFi in our realization because (i) its range is sufficiently large to cover the entire queue in most cases, especially for large-size queues, which usually requires the installation of multiple cameras or sensors in order to obtain the complete view of the queue; (ii) it is particularly easy to monitor WiFi traffic (compared to the complexities tracking Bluetooth frequency hopping sequences, for example); (iii) WiFi traffic is poised to increase due to the WiFi offloading trend [7] .
Accurately discerning the points where the person begins and ends service is challenging, however, in this single-point monitoring system, because the multi-path, shadowing, and fading components of a signal are quite dynamic due to the movement of many people. We therefore investigate two approaches for extracting the waiting and service times from a signal trace: a direct featuredriven one and a Bayesian Network one. For both approaches, we use similar filtering techniques to reduce the impact of the dynamic environment. We experimentally evaluate both approaches in three settings: a laboratory, a coffee shop and an airport. We find a simple Bayesian classifier gives the best results, and is able to measure the waiting time to with average errors less than 10s and maximum errors below 20s. Our contributions are:
• Proposing a single-point WiFi monitoring approach for human queue measurement systems that requires less infrastructure and can provide real-time service information for both business and customers.
• Designing queue measurement techniques that can distinguish between important time periods in human queues including waiting, service, and leaving times using unique WiFi signal patterns based on feature extraction and Bayesian networks.
• Leveraging the availability of multiple antennas and multiple smartphone users in the queue to accurately perform queue parameter estimation.
• Demonstrating through extensive experiments with participants randomly placed in a variety of queue patterns in real environments (e.g., a coffee shop and an airport) that it is feasible to track human queues using single-point WiFi monitoring with high accuracy.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section2, we investigate whether a sufficient amount of WiFi users are present in human queues to facilitate queue measurements. We describe the challenges, system overview, and two core schemes to measure parameters of human queues in Section 3. We present our system implementation by leveraging multiple antennas and smartphone user traces in Section 4. In Section 5, we perform extensive evaluation of our system in real environments, i.e., a coffee shop and an airport. We discuss limitations in Section 6 and put our work into the context of related research in Section 7. Finally, we conclude in Section 8.
PREVALENCE OF WIFI TRAFFIC IN QU EUES
In this section, we investigate whether a sufficient number of WiFi users are present in human queues to facilitate queue measurements.
WiFi Traffic in Human Queues
An increasing number of facilities, such as retail stores, shopping malls, or airports, offer Internet access through WiFi networks to provide convenience to customers. People visiting these places tend to use the Internet through the WiFi connection because it provides faster speeds than the 3G network [10, 17] and does not count against their data cap. In addition, the increasing trend of the WiFi offloading enables smartphones to automatically switch to WiFi in popular locations where the cellular carriers operate WiFi hotspots [7] . This can be expected to lead to increasing WiFi usage in these locations.
We start by investigating the WiFi device density in a coffee shop over a one month time period. Our objective is to find the percentage of people generating WiFi traffic with their smartphones while standing in the line waiting for service. We utilize a WiFi monitor, placed close to the service desk, to passively monitor WiFi packets sent by mobile devices. To eliminate WiFi devices not in the queue, we use the heuristic that devices with a higher received signal strength (RSS) amplitude, i.e. greater than −45dBm, are likely to be in the queue. We have empirically determined this threshold by observing the RSS of a known smartphone placed in the queue close to the service desk. We use the MAC address extracted from captured packets to identify different devices. Meanwhile, we manually count the arrival time of each new customer and the length of the queue as the ground-truth for comparison. We show detailed data collected for seven days in Table 1 . An interesting observation is that the number of discoverable WiFi devices in queues is higher when the average queue length is longer. For example, on both Feb. 3rd and Feb. 16th of 2013, the discoverable WiFi devices in queues are almost doubled compared to other days. This observation implies that a longer waiting time triggers people in the queue to use smartphones more, thus generating more WiFi traffic. We present the comparison of discoverable WiFi devices with a manual count of people in the queue over the one-month study in Figure 2 . It shows that statistically there are about 34% customers using WiFi (most likely using smartphones) while waiting in queues in the coffee shop during weekdays and increases to 43% during weekends. While this analysis is based on heuristics, the result is encouraging as it indicates that the number of WiFi signal emitting devices in the queue may already be large and can be exploited for real-time human queue measurements.
Bluetooth Signals in Human Queues
Since Bluetooth is another wireless technology that has been widely used in mobile applications, we also examine the Bluetooth signals presented in a human queue of the same coffee shop for comparison. We place a Bluetooth dongle close to the service desk running a self-developed software program under Ubuntu 10.04, which can detect Bluetooth devices that are in discoverable mode. Because most Bluetooth modules used in mobile devices have a communication range of about 10 meters [17] , all devices captured by the Bluetooth dongle are considered valid devices close enough to be within the queue. We find many few Bluetooth devices than WiFi devices in the same store on the same days. Figure 
SYSTEM DESIGN
In this section, we discuss the challenges and goals of our approach and provide an overview of our system.
Challenges and Goals
We explore the approach of using low infrastructure and low cost sensing technology that can infer important queueing times from smartphone WiFi signals. Our goal is to employ a single monitor and utilize the smartphones carried by the people waiting in the queue to perform real-time tracking of human queues. To implement such a system, we need to address a number of challenges.
Tracking Queues Using a Single Monitor. If multiple monitors (e.g., WiFi hotspots) were employed, the phone could be localized and hence the queue parameters could be derived from the localization results. However, installing additional monitors are quite costly due to installation costs. The low infrastructure approach by using only a single WiFi monitor cannot uniquely determine the phone's position. To address this challenge, our solution should be able to identify the unique characteristics presented in the smartphone's Received Signal Strength (RSS) traces, which may be utilized to perform queue parameter estimation without the need of explicitly localizing the phone.
Robustness to Real Environments. Although the distance between the smartphone and the service desk dominates the RSS, the RSS is affected by a number of factors including user movements, changing environments, and signal interference. Furthermore, different holding styles and vibrations of smartphones also cause noisy RSS readings. Thus, the system should be designed in such a way that can cope with noisy signal readings.
Identifying Queue Related RSS Traces. The RSS traces extracted from smartphones cannot be directly used to estimate queue parameters, since there could be trends of the received signal happening after the queue process that are similar to the RSS trend within the queue. An effective data calibration mechanism is required to identify the right segment of the RSS trace that includes only the important periods of queue process, i.e., the waiting period, service period, and leaving period.
System Overview
By placing a WiFi monitor close to the service area, our system can monitor human queues in real-time through examining the unique patterns exhibited in the WiFi signals, which are extracted from smartphones carried by people waiting in the queue. It can also utilize a WiFi hotspot if it is located close to the service area. Our system exploits the change of RSS trends from smartphones carried by people going through a queue process. We find that with the monitor located at the service area, each phase of the queue creates unique signal patterns that can be used to identify different periods of the queue for statistical queue measurement. For example, Figure 3 presents the RSS trace of a smartphone in a queue collected from a single WiFi monitor at the service desk in a coffee shop. We observe that the captured RSS trace reflects the pattern of the distance between the person carrying the phone to the service desk. In particular, the RSS exhibits the following unique patterns: (1) the RSS has a slowly increasing trend during the waiting period; (2) it then becomes stable at high RSS values when the person carrying the phone is in the service period; and (3) it finally drops quickly when the person leaves the service desk after having received service in his leaving period.
The major advantage of this solution is that it can work under real-world queue scenarios in variant environments without requiring a specialized infrastructure and incurring manpower overheads. In addition, our solution is based on the detection of the important time points associated with the service period, which involves the strongest and the most stable signal strength of the smartphone when it is at the closest position to the service desk (WiFi monitor), thus it can work in typical indoor environments with multi-path effects. Furthermore, our solution does not require all the people in the queue to carry phones. Instead, it only requires a sample of phones generating WiFi traffic to track human queues. This is increasingly the case: since people tend to use their phones in WiFi Hotspots when waiting in a queue, and many venues provide customer loyalty apps for people to use in the stores, and these could also be customized. Our feasibility analysis in Section 2 confirms this observation.
We realize our approach with three main sub-tasks: Data Calibration, Integration of Multiple Antennas, and Queue Parameter Determination. Figure 4 shows the flow of our system. We assume the user gets in the queue right after he enters the facility (e.g., a customer enters a coffee shop to buy coffee or a passenger gets on a platform waiting for a train). When the smartphone carried by the user is discovered by the WiFi monitor as the user goes in the queue, the WiFi monitor extracts RSS readings of this device. Based on the RSS trace, our system first performs Data Calibration, which aims to preserve the unique trend presented in the raw RSS trace while removing high frequency noise, and to identify segments of the RSS trace that contains related time periods for measuring queue parameters. The Data Calibration sub-task contains three steps: Interpolation, Low-pass Filtering and Coarse Queue Identification. To filter out outliers and obtain a reliable RSS trace, the system further conducts Integration of Multiple Antennas by exploiting the availability of multiple antennas, which exists in many WiFi access points already. This subtask combines the selected RSS traces from two antennas in the WiFi monitor to generate an integrated RSS trace that fortifies the unique pattern of RSS associated with important time periods of the queue. Finally, Queue Parameter Determination implements two schemes, called: feature-driven and Bayesian Network, to infer the critical time points in the queue. The important time points: the beginning of service (BoS), leaving point (LP) and end of leaving point (EoL) are further utilized to estimate the queue parameters including waiting period, service period, and leaving period. We next present the two schemes developed in the core component Queue Parameter Determination. We leave the detailed presentation of Data Calibration and Integration of Multiple Antennas to the next section (Section 4).
Queue Parameter Determination
We find that the important periods of a human queue are separated by three critical time points, namely BoS, LP, and EoL, as shown in Figure 3 . BoS is the first critical time point, which separates the waiting period and the service period, while LP tells when the service is done and the customer is about to leave the service desk. The third critical time point, EoL, indicates the time that the customer has left the service area, such as goes to a seat or exits the facility. By deducing these three time points, our system is able to track the important queue time periods including waiting, service, and leaving periods. Specifically, the waiting period is the time interval between BoS and the starting time of the trace, whereas the service period is the time interval between BoS and LP. And the leaving period is the time interval between LP and EoL.
Toward this end, we develop two schemes, called feature-driven and Bayesian Network, in our system to identify the critical time points in a human queue. The feature-driven approach utilizes the unique features extracted from RSS traces to identify these time points. Whereas the Bayesian Network scheme models the detection of BoS and LP as a probabilistic graph based on the statistics of features presented in RSS traces. Comparing these two approaches, the feature-driven scheme requires less prior knowledge on the queue while the Bayesian Network scheme produces more accurate results bounded by the probabilistic graph. We next describe the details of these two approaches. 
Feature-Driven Scheme
When designing the feature-driven scheme, we directly apply features associated with the leaving period in the RSS trace to determine the EoL, LP, and BoS in a time-reversed manner. Because the RSS value changes dramatically when people leave the queue after service, the features associated with the leaving period are easier to extract in a reverse order. In particular, we identify three features extracted from the RSS trace associated with the leaving period:
1. The leaving period has the longest consecutive negative-slope segments of the selected RSS trace.
2.
The RSS values before the leaving period are stable with the highest amplitude of the selected RSS trace.
3. The leaving period experiences the largest decrease of RSS in the selected RSS trace.
The feature-driven scheme consists of three components: EoL Estimator, Quantizer, and LP/BoS Estimator. We illustrate the flow of the feature-driven scheme in Figure 5 . EoL Estimator. Assume there is a group of M segments with consecutive negative slopes in the RSS trace G = {G1, . . . , GM }, and each segment Gi lasts for a period of Ti = t and t i 0 denote the starting time and the ending time of that segment, respectively. The EoL estimator determines the time t i 0 to be EoL when a segment Gi is most likely to be a leaving period. To determine the likelihood of being a leaving period, we first define the significance of the three features described above as: 1)
, where T denotes time length of all the segments in G; 2)
, where Si is the average RSS over a time window L before t i 1 , and S denotes all such average RSS; 3)
, where Ri is the ratio of the RSS at t i 0 and t i 1 , and R denotes all such RSS ratio, respectively. We further define an utility function which is a weighted sum of the significance of the three features:
where α, β, and γ are the weights. The leaving period thus can be determined as the segment Gi that maximizes the utility function ui. And the time t EoL. To determine the weights in Equation (1), we use a heuristic approach by counting the occurrence of each feature in a small portion of the collected traces (e.g., 20 traces) and respectively using the ratio of each feature's occurrence to the number of traces as their weights. For example, if feature 1 has been found true for 10 times in 20 traces, the weight for feature 1 is then 0.5. Based on our experiments in different scenarios (e.g., the laboratory, the Starbucks coffee shop, and the airport), we empirically find that when α = 0.4, β = 0.8 and γ = 0.8, the unique features can be extracted from the RSS trace accurately. Meanwhile, we compute the slopes of each RSS sample in the selected RSS trace. The Quantizer performs normalization and quantization on the computed RSS slopes. The detailed implementation of the Quantizer is presented in Section 4.1.3.
LP/BoS Estimator. Our feature-driven scheme then takes the input from the EoL Estimator together with the quantized RSS slopes to identify the leaving point (LP) and beginning of service point (BoS) in the queue following the temporal-reversed order. The LP/BoS Estimator takes the view point that the leaving point separates the service period and the leaving period, and thus the WiFi signals before LP is relatively stable whereas they drop dramatically after the leaving point. This useful observation indicates that the distributions of WiFi signal changes (i.e., slopes of RSS) before and after the leaving point are significantly different. Figure 6 illustrates this significant difference by showing the histogram of the two RSS slope distributions before and after LP. This inspires us to identify LP by using the K-L divergence technique to examine the distribution difference of WiFi signal changes. And LP is determined as the time point (prior to EoL) separating the RSS slopes into two parts that present the most different distributions from each other.
In particular, we calculate the distributions of quantized RSS slopes before and after each time point tj occurring before EoL, respectively denoted as P (Kj−1) and Q(Kj), j = [1, . . . , J], where J is number of time points occurring before EoL. The K-L divergence between these two distributions are derived as:
where Q is the set of all possible values for quantized RSS slopes. LP is then determined as the time point tj, which maximizes the K-L divergence value: Similarly, our scheme can also employ the K-L divergence technique to identify BoS, since WiFi signals are relatively stable during the service period while they exhibit an obvious increasing trend in the waiting period.
Bayesian Network (BN) Scheme
The feature-driven scheme is straightforward and can effectively capture the unique patterns embedded in the WiFi signals when a smartphone is in a human queue. However, it does not consider the dependency among the features, which may place additional constraints to help identifying critical time points in tracking queues. In designing the Bayesian Network scheme, we use a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) to represent conditional independencies among the features extracted from the RSS trace. In DAG, a node represents a random variable, while an arrow that connects two nodes represents a direct probabilistic relation. Such a graph is then utilized to construct a naive Bayesian classifier [19] for LP and BoS determination. The Bayesian Network scheme first identifies all the RSS segments containing continuous positive RSS slopes and continuous negative RSS slopes respectively in the RSS trace and use them as inputs to run BoS and LP estimation using the constructed Bayesian classifier. The flow of the Bayesian Network approach is depicted in Figure 8 .
In particular, we model BoS and LP as two parent nodes in the Bayesian Network and define six attributes (Boolean random variables) based on the features embedded in the RSS trace when a smartphone is in a human queue. The six random variables, R, S, LLP , CLP , LBoS, and CBoS, are represented as the child variables of BoS and LP in the Bayesian graphical model.
Based on the same unique features that we have shown in Section 3.3.1, we define the corresponding random variables as below:
• R: The average RSS within the service period is usually the highest. R = 1 when the mean RSS before a specific segment of continuous negative slopes is the highest of all, otherwise R = 0.
• S: The RSS within the service period is stable. S = 1 when the variation of RSS within a window W before a segment of continuous negative slopes is smaller than a threshold τ , otherwise S = 0.
• LLP : The leaving period happens after the service period, which has the strongest RSS. LLP = 1 when the starting time of a specific segment of continuous negative slopes is later than the time with the highest RSS value, otherwise LLP = 0. • CLP : The change of RSS after the leaving period usually exhibits the most significant decreasing trend. CLP = 1 when the average slope of a specific segment of continuous negative slopes is the smallest of all, otherwise CLP = 0.
• LBoS: The waiting period happens before the service period, which has the strongest RSS. LBoS = 1 when the end time of a specific segment of continuous positive slopes is earlier than the time with the highest RSS, otherwise LBoS = 0.
• CBoS: The change of RSS before the service period usually exhibits the most significant increasing trend. CBoS = 1 when the average slope of a specific segment of continuous positive slopes is the largest of all, otherwise CBoS = 0.
Assume the scheme identifies a set U of N segments with continuous positive slopes, and a set G of M segments with continuous negative slopes in the RSS trace. The naive Bayesian classifier considers the ending time of the segment Ui ∈ U with continuous positive slopes as BoS when the segment Ui maximizes the posterior probability:
where I = {R, S, LBoS, CBoS}, and P (Bos) = 1 N . Similarly, the starting time of the segment Gi ∈ G with continuous negative slopes is considered as LP when the segment Gi maximizes the posterior probability:
where F = {R, S, LLP , CLP }, and P (LP ) = 1 M . We adopt the traditional two-fold cross-validation approach [12] when applying the Bayesian Network scheme. We randomly separate the collected RSS traces from multiple smartphones in a queue into two folds and use one fold as the training data to learn the probability of each random variable conditioning on its parent variable. The other fold is used as the testing data to obtain the estimation error. Then we switch these two folds and calculate the estimation error again. The final estimation error of the system is the average of the estimation errors observed from previous two tests.
IMPLEMENTATION AND LAB EXPER-IMENTS
In this section, we present Data Calibration and Signal Integration sub-tasks in our system. We then describe two approaches to track the important time periods of human queues: single/multiple antenna and single/multiple user. Furthermore, we provide an evaluation on different queue patterns and energy consumption analysis of our approach. 
Data Calibration to Maintain Signal Reliability
Although the RSS value is governed by the distance between the smartphone and the monitor, the RSS readings are quite noisy due to the multi-path, shadowing, and fading components of a signal as people move. They are also affected by the way people hold the phones. Further, the collected RSS traces may contain irrelevant time periods, for example, the period after people leave the queue. The Data calibration sub-task aims to clean the noisy data, identify the relevant signal segment containing the queue process, and preserve the unique patterns in the signal trace.
Data Interpolation
This step is used to interpolate the RSS samples in evenly spaced time series as we observe that even with an app broadcasting beacon packets periodically, the interval between two adjacent RSS samples has a small variation due to packet delay. Given a sampled RSS trace starting at t0, we interpolate the RSS trace at the time points [t0, t0 + ∆, t0 + 2∆, . . .], where ∆ is the interpolation step. In our experiments, we find an interpolation step of 0.1s is small enough to produce sufficient samples for queue parameter determination.
Low-pass Filtering
Low-pass filtering aims to remove high frequency noise (due to environment dynamics) and yet capture the statistical features pre- sented in the trace. We experiment with three low-pass filters: simple moving average filter (SMAF), dynamic exponential smoothing filter (DESF) and Gaussian filter (GF). Figure 9 (a) shows the raw RSS trace and the resulted trace after applying these three filters. We observe that both SMAF and GF preserve the rough trend of the trace but fail to capture the exact time points when people arriving at the service desk and moving away after got service due to they has slow roll-off and poor stopband attenuation. We find that DESF not only returns the nicely fitted curve but also preserves those critical points in the RSS trace. This is because DESF is an exponential smoother that changes its smoothing factor dynamically according to previous samples. We thus choose the DESF in our system to remove high frequency noise while preserving the features in the RSS trace. Specifically, we implement DESF based on following equitation:
where si is the output sample and xi is the input sample, si−1 is the previous smoothed sample, α is the smoothing factor that we can choose from (0.5, 1) to favor the samples with larger values.
Coarse Queue Identification
This step is to identify the signal segment that belongs to the human process queue as the collected trace may include the periods that people have left the queue already but still within the monitoring range of the WiFi monitor. The irrelevant time periods con- tain useless information and may even affect the accuracy of queue parameter determination due to unpredictable behaviors of people after leaving the queue. We perform three steps to remove irrelevant time periods: 1) find the time point having the maximum RSS of the entire trace; 2) examine the RSS after that time point to locate the time when the difference between the RSS value and the maximum RSS is larger than a threshold, for example −10dB, which is large enough to fall into the leaving period, and 3) remove the time periods after a time interval (e.g., the leaving period is usually within 30s) on top of the time point we identified in step 2 to ensure that the leaving time period is not excluded. We illustrate these three steps in Figure 9 (b).
Quantizer. After coarse queue identification, we apply a first order linear regression to generate the slope for the RSS segment centered at each RSS sample. The resulting RSS slopes are then normalized and linearly quantized before input into the queue parameter determination algorithms (i.e., feature-driven or Bayesian Network schemes). For normalization and quantization, we use 11 negative levels between [−1, −0.9, . . . , −0.1, 0] when estimating LP and 11 positive levels between [0, 0.1, . . . , 0.9, 1] when estimating BoS.
Inference Using Single and Multiple Antennas
We next show our system implementation with a single antenna as well as two antennas at the WiFi monitor, and evaluate their impacts.
We first conduct experiments with human queues in a laboratory setup as shown in Figure 10 (a) . We present the extensive evaluation of our system in two public facilities in Section 5. We place a WiFi monitor equipped with two antennas at the service desk to capture WiFi signals. An Android app is developed to send beacon packets at the rate of 10pkt/sec to simulate the normal WiFi traffic, such as the traffic generated by the Starbucks mobile app. We experiment with three different service times, 30s, 60s, and 180s, representing short, normal and long service times, respectively. In total we collect 90 traces in the laboratory environment and we use two-fold cross-validation for evaluation. We calculate the estimation error of the relevant time points and important time periods with regard to the manually logged ground-truth. In our experiments, we have both line-of-sight and non-line-of-sight scenarios, since the signals from smartphones in most cases are blocked by human bodies in the queue.
Single Antenna Approach
We first study the performance of the feature-driven and Bayesian Network schemes based on the signals received from a single antenna at the WiFi monitor. Because the leaving period is a brief period that facilitates the derivation of the service period, in the rest of this paper, we will focus on presenting the results of estimating waiting and service periods. Figure 11 (a) compares the average error of estimating the LP and BoS under different lengths of the service time. We observe that both the feature-driven and BN schemes perform well under short (30s) and normal (60s) service times with the average error less than 10s. We find that under the long service time (180s), the BN scheme outperforms the featuredriven scheme. Moreover, Figure 11 (b) depicts the average error of tracking the waiting and service times derived from the estimated BoS and LP. We observe the average error of both waiting and service times is less than 10s under short and normal service times. Under the long service times, the BN scheme also outperforms the feature-driven scheme by about 50%, although both schemes experience performance degradation. This is because the BN scheme considers the conditional relationship among multiple features and thus places a tighter bound on the critical queue points estimation even when large RSS fluctuation is experienced during a long service time period.
Multiple Antenna Approach
When multiple antennas are available, integration of signals from them may help to mitigate the multi-path effects and make the wireless signal reception robust to environment dynamics. It is common for a WiFi monitor (e.g., WiFi access point) to have two antennas. We perform a study of integrating the signals from two antennas of the WiFi monitor in our laboratory using two strategies: 1) Maximum: taking the maximum RSS from two antennas, 2) Average: averaging RSS from two antennas. Figure 10 trace from each antenna and the resulted RSS trace after combining from two antennas applying the two strategies. We find that although the RSS from the Antenna 2 drops quickly before reaching LP (affected by multi-path effects and dynamically changed environments), the integrated RSS traces, both maximum and average, accurately reflect each critical time point in the queue. Figure 12 shows the average error of BoS and LP estimation and the derived waiting and service times in the laboratory using the maximum signal integration strategy (Note that the average strategy results in similar performance). Comparing to single antenna results shown in Figure 11 , the average error in both Figure 12 (a) and (b) has been reduced over 30% under the long service time, indicating the integration of multiple antennas is highly effective in reducing large errors caused by signal fluctuations. Furthermore, Figure 13 depicts the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the estimation error of the related time points and time periods in queue under the normal service time. The results confirm that the estimation error of LP is less than 4s for 80 percentile and the maximum error for time periods estimation is less than 20s.
Inference Using Multiple Users
With the increasing usage of smartphones, it is common to have back-to-back smartphones presenting in the queue. The crucial time points, e.g. BoS and LP, of such back-to-back smartphones have strong correlations. The BoS of the subsequent smartphone happens very soon after the LP of the prior neighbor smartphone. This kind of correlation among neighboring phones can contribute to reducing estimation uncertainties when tracking human queues.
In particular, we observe that the LP estimation error is usually 50% smaller than that of BoS, suggesting that we can leverage the LP estimation of the prior phone as a reference to bound the BoS estimation of the subsequent phone in the queue. Toward this end, we develop a simple yet effective process after estimating BoS of the subsequent smartphone. We compare the estimated BoS of the subsequent smartphone to the estimated LP of its prior neighbor phone: if the difference is larger than a threshold θ, we use the LP of the prior smartphone plus θ as the estimated BoS of the subsequent phone, otherwise we consider the estimation of BoS is accurate and keep it. Theoretically the LP of prior phone should be the same as the BoS of the subsequent phone. However due to the delay of people's movement to the service desk, there could be a time difference between these two. In our approach, we utilize this time delay to determine the θ, which is about 5s empirically. Figure 14 shows the two-antenna results when using the correlation between two smartphone users. Comparing to the BoS estimation errors when using a single user's RSS trace (in Figure 12) , we observe a 25% improvement in BoS estimation under the short and normal service times and about 60% improvement under the long service time. In addition, we observe the similar improvement in waiting and service times estimation. This encouraging observation confirms that leveraging the correlation among multiple users in the queue can help reduce large errors when tracking the important time periods in human queues with a single-point signal monitor.
Evaluation on Snaking Queues
In many scenarios, queues are formed not only in a straight line, but also in folding or zig-zag patterns with multiple subqueues. It is thus important to evaluate the flexibility of our schemes in handling queues with different patterns such as folding or zig-zag queues. We consider a general snaking queue consisting of subqueues with multiple straightlines. We study two representative cases of snaking queues in the laboratory environment: perpendicular queue and parallel queue. The moving direction of the subqueues in the perpendicular queue is perpendicular to the service desk, while they are in parallel to the service desk in the parallel queue. The experimental setup of these two queue patterns are illustrated in Figure 15 (a) and (b) respectively. The same single monitor is utilized to collect WiFi signals from smartphones. We leave the evaluation in real environments to the next section. Figure 16 depicts the signal traces collected from these two cases of snaking queues during our experiments. We observe clear and slow up-down trends in the signal trace when the user moves from one subqueue to another in both types of queues. After the user receives the service and leaves the queue finally, a sharp signal drop is observed just as in the single-line queue. Additionally, Figure 17 shows the average estimation error in waiting and service times of snaking queues when the service time is around 60s and the waiting time is around 500s. We utilize the maximum signal integration strategy to combine readings from two antennas before the queue parameter determination. We observe that our feature-driven and Bayesian Network schemes can achieve low estimation errors in both types of snaking queues. Specifically, the average LP and BoS estimation errors are less than 6s, and the average errors of waiting and service times estimation are about 4s and 8s, respectively. These results are comparable to the ones obtained in single-line queues. This is because our schemes utilize a time-reversed manner to examine the signal traces and the unique features embedded in the signal traces (e.g., the largest signal drop is observed when the user leaves the service desk; the highest and stable signal values are encountered when the user is receiving the service) are still preserved even though the RSS goes up and down when the users go through the snaking queues.
Energy Consumption Analysis
Our approach require the WiFi interface remains alive during the queue process, we estimate the energy overhead of our approach by utilizing the tool and methodology in [25] . The main power consumption component on the smartphone is an app (e.g., customer loyalty app or a customized app) periodically broadcasting beacons through WiFi. We find that sending these broadcasting beacon packets for 5mins (which is the average length of RSS traces that include the entire queue process) with 10pkt/s rate takes about 54.3 Joule, which is about 180mW . Furthermore, with a reduced packet sending rate at 5pkt/s, our approach can achieve similar estimation accuracy while the power consumption keeps as low as 80mW . This is much smaller than the average power consumption of a phone (e.g., HTC Evo 4G lasts 12.7 hours with average power of 450mW ). Therefore we conclude that our approach does not pose a burden for the battery life of smartphones.
PROTOTYPE EVALUATION IN REAL EN-VIRONMENTS
In this section, we evaluate our system of tracking human queues in two real environments with three types of smartphones. 
Experimental Scenarios
To evaluate our system, we conduct experiments in a coffee shop and an airport (a check-in line for domestic flights with both automated machine and a human representative) for over 20 hours and 6 hours, respectively. During the experiments, we place a WiFi monitor close to the service desk in the coffee shop and the check-in desk in the airport. In each round of the experiment, the participants turn on our app to generate WiFi traffic when they get into the queue. Our system tracks the human queues waiting for service in both the coffee shop and the airport as illustrated in Figure 18 . The WiFi monitor is made of an Alix system including two 100M Ethernet interfaces and two Wistron NeWeb CM9 802.11a/b/g-based WiFi radio modules connecting to two separated antennas. The Alix system runs on a modified Linux OS that allows running customized software to collect and process data. We developed a java program to let the Alix system log RSS traces based on phones' MAC address in the queue. We note that only RSS and the corresponding time stamps are preserved for offline study. The program can fetch the RSS trace per MAC address through the Ethernet connection to further track important time periods of the queue. To validate our system, we do not need to involve many participants inside the same queue. For example, we only place 5 participants in the service queue with the queue length ranging from 7 to 12 people and track the signal changes of their smartphones. These smartphones include HTC 3D, HTC EVO 4G, and Nexus One. In total we collected 72 traces in the coffee shop and 54 traces in the airport. Our scenarios have included both line-of-sight and none-line-of-sight scenarios, and basically the non-line-of-sight scenarios are the majority of the cases. The queue in the coffee shop experiences a normal service time of about 60s, while the queue in the airport presents a longer average service time around 180s. We calculate the estimation error with regard to the manually logged groundtruth of the waiting, service, and leaving time.
Evaluation in a Coffee Shop
We first evaluate the effectiveness of our system in a coffee shop. Figure 19 presents the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of estimation errors in the coffee shop when using the signal integration of two antennas on single user traces. In general, Bayesian Network scheme achieves better accuracy than the feature-driven scheme. Particularly, Figure 19 (a) shows that the median error of LP and BoS estimation is about 4s and 5s respectively for both schemes. And the median errors of the derived waiting and service time periods are less than 7.5s as shown in Figure 19 (b). Given the ground-truth of the average service time, the estimation error of the service period is only about 11%. This indicates that our system can track human queues with high accuracy by using only a single-point signal monitor and a sample of phones in the queue.
Coffee Shop and Airport Performance Comparison
Next, we compare the performance of our system in a coffee shop and an airport with average service time around 60s and 180s respectively.
Feature-driven scheme. Figure 20(a) shows that the average LP estimation error using feature-driven scheme is low in both environments, around 5s and 7s for the coffee shop and airport respectively. However, we observe that the average error of BoS estimation in the airport increases, which results in higher average errors on estimating the waiting and service times as shown in Figure 20 (b). This error is about 15% of the average service time obtained from the ground-truth, which is a small portion of the total service time and is still under the acceptable range. In addition, this observation is also compatible to the experimental results obtained in the laboratory environment with the long service time. We also observe that the standard deviation of the estimation errors is lower in the coffee shop (around 4s) and about 8s in the airport.
Bayesian Network scheme. Comparing to the feature-driven scheme, the Bayesian Network scheme provides consistent low estimation errors in both environments: The LP and BoS estimation errors are less than 8s for both coffee shop and airport. Whereas the waiting and service times estimation achieves low average errors less than 8s in coffee shop and about 5s and 10s in the airport, respectively. The standard deviation of estimation errors in both environments is around 3s to 7s. Because passengers in the airport have to pause at a stop line that is about 7 feet from the service desk before they are allowed to proceed to the service desk, this behavior contributes to a more obvious increasing RSS trend when the passenger goes up for service and helps the Bayesian Network scheme maintains its performance to identify the service periods accurately under long service times. We conclude that the Bayesian Network scheme is more robust to real environments but with higher computational cost than the feature-driven scheme.
Leveraging Multiple Users
Furthermore, we leverage the presence of multiple users in a queue to improve the BoS estimation in both real environments. We follow the same procedure as described in Section 4.3. To make a fair comparison, we apply the same threshold as that in laboratory experiments to both real environments, i.e., θ = 5s. Figure 21 (a) shows that by utilizing the LP estimated from the RSS trace of the prior smartphone, the BoS estimation error of the subsequent smartphone is significantly reduced when using the feature-driven scheme. Comparing to Figure 20 , the average BoS estimation error in the airport has about 50% improvement, which is compatible to the results when the Bayesian Network scheme is applied. Additionally, Figure 21 (b) shows that the estimation error of waiting and service times in the airport also have about 50% improvement. Both feature-driven and Bayesian Network schemes reduce the error to 5s and 10s for waiting and service periods, respectively. The standard deviation of the estimation error is also reduced to about 2s in the coffee shop and 6s in the airport. This result suggests that employing two consecutive smartphone users (when available) in the queue is helpful to make our system more robust under realworld scenarios.
Evaluation with Snaking Queues
Finally, to evaluate the performance of our system under snaking queues in real environments, we find a second coffee shop with the presence of a snaking queue as illustrated in Figure 22 . We place the WiFi monitor on the service desk, which is about 5m away from the nearest point in the sub-queue, and the average service time and waiting time in the coffee shop is about 60s and 290s, respectively. There are about 40 people in the store. Figure 23(a) shows that the average estimation error of the waiting and service times are both less than 10s for both the feature-driven and Bayesian Network schemes. In addition, Figure 23 results are comparable to those with single-line queues, indicating that our queue parameter estimation system is flexible and scalable to queues with different patterns.
DISCUSSION
The results show that our WiFi-based solution can measure different kinds of queues, especially longer queues, with only a single monitoring station. Earlier camera solutions are prone to occlusion and may require multiple cameras (networked together) to provide a complete measurement. Multi-camera setups are more costly in hardware and installation and may encounter privacy concerns because customers' facial identities are captured by the cameras. There are still, however, some remaining challenges and opportunities for future work that we discuss below.
Opportunistic WiFi Traffic. Additional work may be needed to generalize the system to other WiFi traffic patterns, especially when regular beacons are not available. Our current experiments relied on an app that generates periodic WiFi packet transmissions. While it should be possible to add such functionality to apps that are frequently used in certain queues (e.g., frequent customer apps or airline checkin apps), it would also be desirable for this system to opportunistically use existing WiFi traffic from persons in a queue such as traffic from watching videos, streaming music, checking email, or reading news. Some of these traffic sources are likely to be more sporadic and it is possible that the traffic from a phone stops while the person is still waiting in the queue which poses additional challenges for estimating queue parameters accurately. There are a couple of possible solutions to address these problems: (1) the system can filter out traces that do not possess the sharp drop signal pattern associated with leaving the queue, because this trace is likely incomplete; (2) the system could aggregate multiple signal traces from different users in the queue to reduce the uncertainty of the queue parameter estimation. Although a single phone user in the queue may not be sufficient, the system may still be able to estimate the queue parameters accurately with the help from multiple smartphone users in the queue.
Existing WiFi Access Points. An alternative to deploying a dedicated monitoring device is to utilize existing access points (APs) to capture the WiFi traffic and perform queue measurements. While attractive because the use of multiple APs could improve accuracy, this requires appropriate interfaces to obtain station RSS traces and the placement of existing APs may not be ideal to detect the features we have used in this system. In particular, existing APs are likely placed to maximize coverage in higher locations and may not be close to the service desk of the queue. This means that the signal drop after service can be less pronounced. Still, when appropriate RSS interfaces are available, this queue monitoring system could potentially make use of existing WiFi infrastructures. Queue Patterns. Although we show that our queue parameter estimation system can cover a broad range of scenarios, there still exists queues that can present challenges. One are disorganized queues such as those at bus stops or train-station platforms, where the service time is short (e.g., people getting on the bus) and there are no clear first-in and first-out (FIFO) service patterns. Other challenging queues are those in relatively small spaces without pronounced leaving patterns after the service. In such cases, additional or different features need to be identified for integration into our feature-driven and Bayesian Network schemes. For example, when dealing with disorganized queues, new unique features could include a constant observation of multiple mobile devices with stable or small-varying signals for a long period producing a temporal cluster (e.g., people waiting at the bus stop) followed by near-simultaneous departures (e.g., people getting on the bus and departing). These new features will help to estimate critical queue parameters.
RELATED WORK
The prevalence of wireless technology and smartphone sensors has enabled great convenience on measuring people's group behavior in daily life. The habitual nature of human mobility in wireless networks have been well investigated [14, 15, 20] . For example, Kim and Kotz analyze users' mobility characteristics including pause time, speed, and direction of movements based on the WiFi traces [14] . And many works [18, 22] recognize human activities (for example walking, sitting, talking, running) by exploiting the readily available sensing capabilities on smartphones such as audio and accelerometer sensors. These works indicate it is feasible to study human group behaviors using existing wireless technology and smartphones.
Turning to examining people staying time in retail stores and business areas, Manweiler et al. [17] designs a coarse-grained dwelltime prediction framework in retail store environments by leveraging the accelerometer and gyroscope sensor readings and WiFi signals from smartphones. Ghosh et al. [8] determines arrival counts and temporal variations, which can be utilized to model the connection time of a user, by modeling the characteristics of traffic observed at a large number of public WiFi hotspots. An anonymous Bluetooth tracking system is deployed at the Indianapolis International Airport to measure the time of passengers staying at security checkpoints [3] . However, none of above works provide detail information to track human queues.
As a particular form of group behavior, queueing has also been studied for many years. The broad utility of queueing in real en-vironments could benefit both service providers as well as customers to adjust their behavior and process accordingly. However, the assumptions of classical queueing theory may not be applicable to model real-world situations exactly [9] . Existing solutions to the queue monitoring problem often rely on additional infrastructures with multiple sensors with high costs and maintenance overheads. For example, the Swedish pavilion at the 2010 World Expo in Shanghai uses multiple video cameras to count people in queues [1] and sensors including light barriers, switching mats, and Bluetooth are exploited to measure the travel and service times in airports [2, 3] . Infrared sensor technique also provides a solution to model vehicle queues on highways [24] . Furthermore, there are several works utilizing virtual queue system to monitor and provide queue information in theme parks [5] and hospitals [6] . But the virtual queue system cannot track human queues in real time. The novelty of our work is that we explore to use a singl-point signal monitor to track human queues leveraging existing WiFi traffic from smartphones in queue. To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to provide a low infrastructure solution that can accurately estimate queue parameters.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we present a low-infrastructure approach for tracking human queues by extracting unique WiFi signal patterns from smartphones in queues. The approach only requires a small fraction of people in the queue using WiFi on their smartphones and in contrast to earlier solutions needs only a single signal monitor. The insight that the signals from smartphones in a queue follow a predictable pattern as they move through the queue not only allows us to monitor the total time spent inside the queue but also distinguish different phases such as, waiting, service and leaving periods, and estimate the parameters in a queueing model. We propose two core schemes to recognize critical time points that separate these phases: one directly uses special signal features, and the other is based on a Bayesian Network model that considers not only the special features, but also the relation between them.
We demonstrate the generality of our approach applied to a variety of queue patterns through extensive experiments including laboratory, coffee shop, and airport. We observe that our system yields only about 5s estimation error when service time is short and normal (about 30s and 60s). Even with service time as long as 180s, our approaches can achieve the estimation error less than 10s, which is accurate comparing to the length of service time. Although we only experimented with a first-in first-out queueing process, most other processes still fit into our simplified model, because we leave the service order undefined.
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